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Part Number:   SUS 911 341 901 PMS   VR: 01-2021 
 
Congratulations, you have acquired a Patrick Motorsports designed suspension part!  This set is specifically developed and 
refined throughout the years to offer best overall fit and performance. 
 
Description:  
Front Lower Control Arm Bearing Bushing Set - Late - (1969-1989) PORSCHE 911 / 914 / 930 - Sport / Motorsport  
Semi-Solid Type - Machined Delrin® - PATRICK MS USA 
 
+ 4 Piece Set / 1 Set Per Car & Includes Installation Instructions 
+ Installs onto Parts: 911 341 901 00 / 911 341 902 00 / 930 341 901 00 / 930 341 902 00  - Control Arm Left/Right  
+ Extremely durable, self lubricating with Teflon® & will not squeak. 
 
PORSCHE did not offer replacement bushings for the front lower control arms but instead they offered entire replacement arms 
inclusive of newer rubber bushings.  These parts are specially developed to replace the original equipment rubber with a hard 
plastic material known as Delrin® while re-using the original control arms. 
 
Installation:  
Due to older, original stamped steel part irregularities and wear, proper fitment may require some conditioning.  This set has a 
front and rear with a groove indicating REAR bushings.  The parts should first be confirmed by test fitment.  The bushings should 
move freely without binding on the bushing inner bore and control arm shaft.  The outer of the bushing should have an 
interference fitment and should not spin in the housing.  The bushings may need a slight hone / polish to achieve proper fitment.   
If required, we suggest a light preparation of the control arm at both ends using an abrasive flapper wheel attachment.  
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